
Dear Member of Parliament 
My Thoughts on the Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010
I want to start from the beginning.
A Delegation of Australian immigration and Education Department held a Seminar or a
Education Expos in India in 2004 regarding studying in Australia and opportunities after
finishing studies for Permanent Residence in Australia and a very good future . They
convinced people there to spend enormous amount of money for studies in Australia on
account that they will get Permanent Residency and good jobs after their studies. I did my
bachelors in alternate Medicine in India and could have perused my future back home.
But instead I decided to come to Australia to Study again and settle here as it is
considered one of the best countries in world for living. I reached Australia and was
shocked to see the Colleges because these institutions were merely businesses selling
diplomas or degrees for permanent Residencies.
 I tried to change college but our Minister of immigration has imposed an condition on
my visa that says students cannot change colleges before finishing minimum 6 months.
So I was exploited for my visa and fees which will not be refunded if I change college. So
I continued my studies and applied for permanent Residency. The Minister accepted the
application and I continued working and contributing to Australian Economy.
During these years I paid  
College fees                                  $ 22,500
Living Expenses                           $ 75,000
Household Things                        $ 80,000
      Total                                       $ 177,500
After spending that much and done everything what Department suggested I am scared
that I will not be allowed to stay here. It is very unfair.
Department should be Prosecuted for Human Smuggling because they took our money by
showing us the dream of Permanent Residency and in the end we might be thrown out of
the country. Other Human smugglers don not show you a dream of Residency on the
pretext of smuggling you into the country. The current dilemma faced by Chris Evans is
his own creation.
 
WHY WOULD SOMEONE COME AND STUDY IN OTHER COUNTRY WHEN
THEY KNOW IT WILL BE AWASTE IF THEY HAVE TO GO BACK TO THEIR
COUNTRY BECAUSE THAT STUDY IS NOT CONSIDERED IN THEIR COUNTRY.
So please tell minister to be generous and not to make others suffer for the mistakes done
by him and his Department. 
Finally I want to say if Australian Government does not want more people in Australia
please stop issuing visa.
I hope you will consider these facts because you might be a father or a mother who
cannot see their children in stress and problems especially in other country where they do
not have any emotional support or loved ones.
Regards
 
.


